Buggy Walks in West Wight
All walks start from Moa Place Car Park

For more walk information for
the West Wight area, visit

LONGHALVES LANE
Main Route · About 1 mile/1.6km long. Takes about 30 to 40 minutes.
Aditional route to Golden Hill Fort, takes about another 15 minutes
Extra route to Playing Fields, takes about another 15 minutes

1 Turn left out of Moa Place Car Park into School Green Road and walk

www.wwlp.co.uk

up towards Sainsbury’s.
2 Turn right before the pub up Longhalves Lane, footpath F65.

3 Turn left onto footpath F16, cross over Collards Close, and follow the
path straight up between the houses until you come out on Golden
Ridge. Keep going up through the estate.

4 The path then leads between two houses into woods and onto an

unmade path. Follow this path round to the left and then to the right;
there are lots of smaller paths going off through the woods which you
are free to explore.

GOLDEN HILL FORT
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7 Turn left and follow the main track up towards the Fort. This area is
a countryside park so you are free to go where you like here. The
Fort itself is not open to the public.
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5 To continue the Longhalves Lane walk, turn right and follow the main
track back down to Longhalves Lane
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6 This is where you can follow the extra Playing Fields route ( 8 )

To continue the Longhalves Lane walk, carry on down the hill until
you come out at School Green Road. Turn right to walk back to Moa
Place Car Park.

PLAYING FIELDS
8 Turn left at the path’s crossroads and follow footpath F17.

9 Turn right down footpath F20 and turn right where it comes out
Moa
Car Place
Park
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on Hooke Hill. Go down the hill and over the mini roundabout by the
Co-Op, then along Stroud Road.
10 You can get back to Moa Place Car Park via the playing fields where

there is children’s play equipment.

These walks have been based on the ‘West Wight Pushchair Walks’ published by the Isle of Wight NHS Primary Care Trust, and the Isle of Wight Council. They have
been tested by parents from the West Wight Children’s Centre and every effort has been made to ensure that they are suitable for families with buggies. However,
they are not guaranteed to be suitable for everyone at all times and you are advised to be prepared for changes. Take care, and have fun!
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